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Assemble – Pastor Andy
Three weeks ago, a movie came to the big screen called: Avengers “Endgame”. With in three
weeks is has already grossed world-wide, 2.4 billion dollars. When it is all said and done,
they are estimating it will make over 3 billion. This would make it the most successful movie
in history. My brother has seen it 4x (3D, Imax, Dolby surround sound, and in the front row).
It is a super-hero movie, made with unrealistic people (e.g. Captain America, Spiderman, The
incredible Hulk, Ironman, etc… .) and abilities – it’s a fantasy world. This movie is the culmination of ten years and twenty-two movies telling one massive story of good verses evil.

The anticipation for this movie was incredible. It was one of the best-kept secrets in the
world. Even the actors were not given full scripts so no one person could give away the
story to the press by accident.
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This particular movie is three hours long w/o an intermission and an app for your phone was
developed so you would know the best times to leave the theater to refill your popcorn.

Walking away from the movie (I did see it twice)… I liked it. It wasn’t my favorite, but it was entertaining. In talking with people, everyone says that the best 3 minutes of the movie is right
before the final battle with the bad guy and his army. Twenty-three superhero’s (and their
friends) coming together to defeat the enemy, with Captain America calling them to arms with
his infamous battle cry, “Avengers! Assemble!”
Now I have been thinking about this for a few weeks. Why does everyone love that part? I believe it is because people still desire to see unity in facing an enemy. We are proud of our
military, cheer for our sports teams, and want our businesses to be successful, but that
only happens when everyone is working together.
Proverbs 18:1 says - He who separates himself seeks his own desire, he quarrels against all
sound wisdom.
Yet Hebrews 10:24-25 says - 24and let us consider how to stimulate one another to love and
good deeds, 25not forsaking our own assembling together, as is the habit of some, but encouraging one another; and all the more as you see the day drawing near.
The world does not need to see a church divided but one who understands who the enemy is.
There is a tremendous enemy we face, and although He has been defeated (John 12:31;
16:11; Rom 8:38-39*), he still roams about seeking those he can devour. The church
(literally, the assembly) when assembled is stronger. Yet across the world there are people
trying to be rogue Christians.
I believe the world desires unity, but their form of it is a fantasy world. The assembly of
God, formed by Jesus Christ, can show them what true unity looks like when we are mindful
to look to Him and others instead of our own selfish ways.

